habitat  incongruous
harmonious  inconvenience
heirloom  inertia
hemisphere  inexhaustible
herbicide  ingenuity
hereditary  initiate
hesitation  innocuous
hierarchy  inquiry
hoax  inscrutable
homonym  insignia
honorary  iridescent
humanitarian  irresponsible
humiliate  itinerary

hydraulic  J
hyperbole  jaunt
hypocrisy  jeopardy
idolatry  journalism
idiom  jurisdiction
illegible  juror
illegitimate  juvenile
illusion  K
imaginary  kennel
immediacy  kinetic
imperceptible  knapsack
impetuous  knowledgeable
inadequate  L
inaugural  lacquer
incandescent  languish
incessant  laryngitis
incidentally  laudable
incision  ledger

legality  legality
legendary  leisurely
lenient  lexicon
liable  linear
literary  liquidity
loath  lucreative
luminous  luscious
luxury  luscious

M
magnanimous  magnetize
mahogany  maladjusted
malevolent  maneuver
manipulate  manual
marathon  marital
masquerade  masquerade
materialism  maximum
median  medicinal
mediocre  melancholy
merchandise  meringue
metabolism
metaphor
meticulous
migratory
mileage
minimal
minuscule
miscellaneous
mobilize
molasses
molecule
momentarily
monarchy
monoxide
mortar
mosaic
motif
mountainous
mourning
movable
mucilage
mulch
multitude
murderous
muscular
mutilate
mutual
mythology

N
naïve
narcotic
nasal
nationality
nausea

navigable
nebulous
necessity
nectar
negligent
negotiate
neighborly
neurotic
neutrality
neutron
nitrogen
nobility
nocturnal
nonchalant
nondescript
nonpartisan
nostalgia
noticeable
nourishment
novelist
numeral
nutrient

O
oasis
obituary
objectionable
obligation
oblivion
obscene
obscurity
observant
obsolete
obstinate
obviously

occupancy
octagon
octane
odious
offensive
officiate
ogre
omelet
ominous
omnipotent
omniscient
opaque
opinionated
optical
optimism
orchestra
organism
oriental
ornamental
orphanage
orthodox
ostensible
ostensible
oxidize